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Multi-national consortium contributes to 
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for competitve digital value chains 
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for the succes 
in global markets

Taiwan as window 
to Asia



https://ec.europa.eu/epsc/publications
/strategic-notes/rethinking-strategic-
autonomy-digital-age_en News

July 2019
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Collaborative R&D on AI for the Transition in the Digital Industry 
along the value chain 
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Human Machine 
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AI as Service
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WP1: Requirements and Specifications for Industrial AI Solutions and Demonstrators, AI Road Mapping

WP2: System Level Design for Industrial AI Solutions

WP3: AI Methods, Semiconductor Components and IIoT Devices

WP4: Embedded Systems, Edge Computing and Algorithms for Industrial AI

WP5: Integration and Deployment of AI Applications in Industry

WP6: Validation, Verification and Tests

WP7: Dissemination, Exploitation and Standardization

WP8: Project Management and Projects Clustering

WP/SC
matrix

SC1 SC2 SC3 SC4 SC5

Industy in 
lead



AI4DI = AI for Digital Industry

Vision, Mission, Objectives, Key targets, Pillars, 
Contributions, Ontology, Semantics, Impact, …..

Use AI in real-life

Make AI usefull

Put AI in Business

Build AI ECO-system

AI for safety 
critical systems





New value opportunities for automotive OEMs along the value chain enabled by AI. 
AI4DI addresses supply chain management and manufacturing, the most promising areas along the 
whole value chain

McKinsey&Company 2018.



Automotive Manufacturing

Machinery Transportation

Collaborative work to understand the Requirements for the Digital Transformation of 
connected and diverse industrial sectors on an abstract level  

Semiconductor
Beverage Industry 
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AI in common



Automotive Manufacturing

Semiconductor-Industry

Machinery

Beverage Industry & Agriculture Transportation

Co-Modal Mobility

Collaborative

European industries in transition



Automotive Manufacturing

Semiconductor-Industry

Machinery

Beverage Industry & Agriculture Transportation

Collaborative 
Requirements 
Digital layer
and twinning



AI supported automotive 

manufacturing and logistics 

(Robotic controlled island 

manufacturing)

Evolutionary algorithms for optimization, Machine 

learning for pattern recognition, Data Mining for 

coherence analysis of large amounts of data, Neural 

networks for learning heuristics, Deep learning for quality 

and safety assurance, Reinforcement learning for 

robotics control, Transfer learning with digital twins

Real time predictive 

maintenance

Reinforcement learning, Model based reasoning based 

on physical damage models

Autonomous reconfigurable 

battery systems

Evolutionary algorithms for optimization of the control 

strategy and for controlling the reconfigurable system, 

Machine learning for pattern recognition, Data Mining 

for coherence analysis of large amounts of data, Neural 

networks for learning heuristics

AI based FMEA generator
Deep Learning for Natural Language Processing, Light 

weight ontologies for knowledge representation

AI based 3d visual 

inspection for quality 

assurance

Deep Neuronal Networks for sample classification of 3d 

images

Fault Package detection 
Ternary Neutral Networks, Convolutional Neuronal 

Network, Deep Learning

Automatic Interpretation of 

SEM images from 

semiconductor devices and 

Silicon package fault 

Addressed AI Methods: Deep Neuronal Networks for 

sample classification of SEM as well as X-Ray and 

Optical images, Generative adversarial networks for image 

conversion

Wood machinery with 

innovative HMI interface

AI enhanced Augmented reality based on object 

recognition on tracking, Deep Learning with a special 

focus on the edge computing solution, AI-specific 

hardware and software architectures for ultra-low power 

DCNN SoC

Smart robot

Convolutional Neural Networks for object detection, NN 

using supervised learning, Inference on FPGA-based 

SoC, Automatic generation of synthetic training data, 

Augmentation of training data

Learning systems 

distributed over 

computationally 

heterogeneous resources

Reservoir Computing and Deep Learning technologies

Beverage production - 

Champagner

Convolutional neural network for analysis of sensor data,  

Deep Learning Neural Networks for quality prediction, 

Edge computing devices, Low power AI, neuromophic 

computing, off line training, machine learning framework 

binary quantization module.

Food production -Soya 

Beans

Deep learning, Artificial neural networks/convolution 

neural networks, Reinforcement learning, Cognitive 

computing and machine learning, digital twin and AI 

modelling, low latency communication, edge computing, 

and IIoT devices facilitating near real time decision 

management, AI algorithms, AI embedded platforms and 

AI training platforms, and autonomous vehicle/robotic 

processes automation are AI technologies addressed for 

predictive  maintenance and vehicle routing optimization.

Machinery Automotive Manufacturing

Semiconductor-Industry Beverage Industry & Agriculture

Transportation

Use cases



Semiconductor Manufacturing Processes
Frontend Wafer Production

IN/OUT TEST

FURNACE IMPLANT DD ETCH PVD /  MCVD
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15June 2016 Copyright ©  Infineon Technologies AG 2016. All rights reserved.



Driverless transport systems in 

Machinery

Semiconductor-Industry

Automotive Manufacturing

Machinery



Champagne Manufacturing line
17

Maturity control Bottle filling stage conveyor and  Packaging Aging



Addressed AI Methods: :

Evolutionary algorithms for

optimization of the control strategy and

for controlling the reconfigurable

system, Machine learning for pattern

recognition, Data Mining for coherence

analysis of large amounts of data,

Neural networks for learning heuristics

Addressed AI Attributes: : Cognition,

anomaly detection, predictive

maintenance, self-optimized control

Automotive 
Industry

SC1.3

Key Targets: 1, 4, 6, 7
TRL Level: 4



1. Taking Over Control From Highly Automated Vehicles in 
Complex Traffic Situations The Role of Traffic Density

• Agent-based control for networked traffic management systems

• Cooperative mobile robotics: Antecedents and directions
• Multiagent systems: a modern approach to distributed artificial intelligence
• Towards robust automatic traffic scene analysis in real-time
• Computational Intelligence in Urban Traffic Signal Control: A Survey

Transport



The 7 Use Cases are intended to validate the 7 KTs and contribute to the achievement of the 5 Objectives.

1. Digital ECS value chain for virtual factory, uses AI methods as distributed intelligence, which is scheduling slots in a 

manufacturing process of vehicles and also orders components from suppliers who are also using AI affecting their production 

process to produce and deliver the components in time.

2. Digital Twin Factory, aims at a Digital Twin for the AI-Based Optimization of Heterogeneous Manufacturing Processes.

3. AI-based FMEA generator, AI based Knowledge base that combines the knowledge of existing Technology FMEAs.

4. Safe human interaction with robotics machinery and tools, addresses the deployment of AI-based Human/Machine 

Interfaces striving the improvement of the working conditions and productivity of human operators interacting with complex 

stationary machines.

5. Change detection applications, is composed of several applications addressing the challenge of change detection in real-

time sensor data using AI methods. The resulting information will be used in order to take actions to efficiently operate 

systems, e.g. cyber-physical systems, machines or processes. 

6. Robotics application, is also composed of several applications addressing mobile or rather industrial robots that offer 

manifold manipulating tasks. AI methods are adapted in order to control the complexity associated with this flexibility as well 

as to improve the human machine collaboration.

7. AI implementation, groups the AI4DI activities on implementing AI methods on the wide range of available resources 

(IoT/edge/Cloud) e.g. for the purpose of an overall traffic management based on data from individual vehicles (bus or car). 
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